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WHAT TO DO . . .

When external audiences will see
internal healthcare messages
Unless your employee-aimed message is completely
behind closed doors, visibility to patients should be
carefully considered. This report will show you how.
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Do you ever wonder how to walk the fine line between internal
and external audiences? While many of the campaigns we create
for healthcare providers are directed at the internal audience, there
is often an external audience too—patients. How do you ensure the
message hits home with your employees while also maintaining
brand consistency for your patients and community at large?

This was precisely the issue for MedStar Health—
and it was even more challenging because the
message was about privacy.
MedStar’s challenge was to create messaging that would protect
and secure personal health information amidst the implementation
of electronic medical record technology. And it had a few
obstacles—not all employees utilized email—and most would
need ongoing training and support as patient privacy issues arose.

Which media?
Every campaign is unique—there is no blanket method to spread
the word. The answers lie in the group you’re communicating
with. It’s always a challenge knowing which media to use to
deliver the right amount of material. As you know, you have to
be creative because a health system is like a city—individuals
are doing many different jobs; not everyone has jobs where
they see email. The best solutions are multi-faceted.

Our plan
We knew that to clarify the issues and concerns related to health
information security, this campaign would need to include targeted
messages paired with eye-catching images. Each message was
devised specifically for each audience and each medium (which
could be a whole other report!), but to give you an idea, our
robust campaign utilized these forms of communication:
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H OTLI N E
A privacy hotline was at the heart of the campaign and
served as an effective method of allowing employees
to respond quickly to questionable situations.

PRI NT
The “What is a Breach?” brochure took a complex regulation and
boiled it down to something everyone could understand. In simple
terms, this brochure defined a privacy breach using real-life scenarios.

ELECTRO N I C SO LUTI O N S
Via e-blasts and the company intranet, detailed information was
provided to employees about the regulations and policies.

TR AI N I N G
In-person and virtual training was developed specifically
for the different audiences based on their roles. This
training filtered down from managers to employees.

POSTER CAM PAI GN
Mainly aimed as a reminder to the MedStar employees about the
importance of privacy, these posters were visible to patients as well.

What will patients see?
Any time a message has any likelihood of being seen by
patients , the patient perspective must be considered. Since it
would be posted throughout hospitals, the poster campaign,
specifically, would be widely seen by employees at all levels,
patients, and any member of the community who was
inside the hospital! This made the messaging trickier.
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Source: https://www.medstarhealth.org/
Pages/About-Us/Mission-Vision-andValues.aspx

No matter your initiative, your message stems from
one place: your organization’s mission and values!
Here are MedStar’s mission, vision and values…
VI SI O N
To be the trusted leader in caring for people and advancing health.

M I SSI O N
To serve our patients, those who care for them, and our communities.

VALU ES
Service: We strive to anticipate and meet the needs
of our patients, physicians and co-workers.
Patient first: We strive to deliver the best to every patient every
day. The patient is the first priority in everything we do.
Integrity: We communicate openly and honestly, build trust and
conduct ourselves according to the highest ethical standards.
Respect: We treat each individual, those we serve and those with
whom we work, with the highest professionalism and dignity.
Innovation: We embrace change and work to improve
all we do in a fiscally responsible manner.
Teamwork: System effectiveness is built on the collective
strength and cultural diversity of everyone, working
with open communication and mutual respect.
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The mission-statement filter…
Every patient-facing message your organization puts out
must spring from your mission statement. MedStar’s mission
statement and vision became the guiding framework for the
poster series. By condensing the mission and values, we arrived
at three main messages the posters needed to touch on:
1. Technology
2. Communications
3. Trust
These employee-focused posters went into 10 different
hospitals and a number of other MedStar Health facilities
(where patients and visitors saw them too).
They served their intention of reminding employees about privacy,
but they also maximized a dual purpose—assuring patients that their
health information was being treated with care and kept secure.
This image groups the posters by the three mission-reinforcing
themes: technology, communications and trust.
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POSTERS
Technology …
tips and reminders for effectively
securing ePHI and confidential
business information
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Communications …
key concepts on appropriate
access to PHI and HIPAApermitted communications
between patients, families, and
co-workers

*

Trust …
a vital component to lasting
relationships with patients
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Are you creating trust?
Figuring out what’s important to patients and how much to share
is sensitive work. While the message is based on the mission
statement, trust is first and foremost for every organization. How
do you balance the messaging against trust? Put yourself in the
patients’ shoes. What are they worried about? What are their
concerns? You want to feel confident and assured. Ultimately,
you want to trust the hospital that is caring for your health.
Here’s an example…
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In this poster (which is supporting the technology theme), we
could have gone the route of “Always close your screen,” but
patients could have seen it and thought, “Holy cow! You mean my
information is all over the place on computer screens?” That might
have been alarming, especially if the patients already had a lot on
their minds. Because of this, we took a softer approach: “Close the
shades for privacy.” This would remind employees to keep their
screens private without alarming patients. Ultimately, this message
stayed true to the mission statement and kept trust intact.
When a campaign element is doing double- or tripleduty, even more thought and consideration, from
all angles, are required to make it successful.

Every good campaign needs strong implementation
to be successful. We get involved here, too.
You can have the most creative concept and the most stunning
materials, but if you don’t have strong leadership presenting, it
can go flat. Our two amazing contacts on the MedStar project
welcomed our guidance, so we got very involved with ensuring
this campaign would be implemented properly. When do execs
meet? When does the board meet? We found out. We made
sure our contacts got on meeting agendas, and we provided
materials and coached them on how to present the campaign.

Success
The end result was a campaign that got the hotline
phone ringing and received national attention.
Best practices: Several new policies and procedures at
MedStar Health have been profiled as “best practices” in
industry newsletters and in conference presentations.
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Hotline success: The average monthly number of calls
to the hotline has steadily increased since the beginning
of the campaign and the number of Office of Civil Rights
investigations continued on a downward trend.
Steady increase: Simple surveys conducted following the
privacy week events each year show an increased understanding
of employee responsibilities related to protecting privacy
and security of protected health information and confidential
business information, and a marked shift in employees’
willingness to report potential privacy concerns.

WE LI KE BL ACK &
WH ITE RESU LTS ,
LI KE TH I S!
On a campaign we did for Johns
Hopkins Medicine Internal
Communications (introducing
employees to a new clinical
building), Hopkins knew that
pre-campaign, only 45% of
employees were aware that
a new complex was going to
open. After our campaign, 75%
of employees were aware.
These are the kinds of statistics
we seek for every project.

What we learned.
At Strategic Health, we believe there is always room for
improvement. After every project, we ask ourselves: How can
we make this better next time? Though MedStar tracked the
results, we realized we’d like to have more control over evaluation.
One of the goals was to get hotline number ringing, which it did.
MedStar saw huge increases in the amount of phone calls when
we released a poster campaign. We were told they were getting
spikes in hotline calls, but didn’t have access to the actual report.
Whether the campaign is privacy and compliance or
something else, defined evaluation and tracking is huge.
In every project since this one, we make sure to include
measurable calls-to-action that result in sharable statistics.
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Need a partner who can help you walk the line
between multiple audiences? Let’s work together!
At Strategic Health, a job well-done isn’t just about strategyrich creative. It’s about high level consulting to ensure your
campaign has the support it needs to succeed. Your organization
is investing a lot; we will help you get everybody behind the
implementation of a powerful, measurable campaign.

Stephanie Helline
OW N ER +
CR E AT I V E D I R EC TO R

To learn more about the elements of this campaign,
or to find out how we can help make your initiative
informative, mission-based and patient-friendly, let’s talk.
Schedule a complimentary consultation today.

443.315.1282
stephanie@strategic.health
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